FTPOBJ Utility
Included in this zip you will find a utility called FTPOBJ. 
FTPOBJ is designed to FTP objects between two AS400's (iSeries, System i). 
It can transfer 1 to 200 objects at the same time interactive or in batch.
I have included both the source and a save file with everything at V5R3M0 along with a document describing different methods of transfering a save file from a PC to the AS400. 
I have included source files and a save file with all source and objects at v5r3.
You will need to create an account on all your systems to use for FTP transfer. See below for creating FTPOBJ_ACT or edit the create program AA_CREATE to put the account name and password into the data area. 
You can also use an existing account. Just be careful about authorities. 	
You will also need Scott Klements FTPAPI from http://www.scottklement.com/ftpapi/. This will need to installed on any system you want to do an FTP from.
If you choose not to restore the save file, you will need to create a data area named FTPOBJ_PRM as character(15) on each system you want to transfer from. 
The format is:
1 - 1 System ID you want to transfer to. I just use A for our production and B for our development. 
2 - 5 Transfer number. Put value of '0001' as the starting value. 
6 - 15 Name of system to transfer to. 
so
On our B box I created data area with the value of 
'A0001AS400A'
On our A box, I created as
'B0001AS400B'
In addition, you will need to create a second data area named FTPOBJ_ACT as character(20) with the following format. 

1 - 10  FTP Account Name
11 - 20 FTP Account Password
I also included a create program to create everything from source. 
Hopefully I have included everything. Give me a shout if you find anything missing. 
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